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Thursday 20th October 

 

Dear Parents/Carers 

 

Your child is involved in our forthcoming performance which you will shortly be invited 

to watch. We are very excited to be presenting the Ancient Greek myth of Pandora’s 

Box. 

 

The children have chosen the roles they would like to play; please see your child’s 

script for his/her individual choice. I have written the script with your children in 

mind so that they could choose a role confidently and without any feeling of pressure. 

Please let me know if your child tells you otherwise (via his/her planner) and I will 

help with this. 

 

Your child can represent his/her character as simply or as extravagantly as you like. 

For example the Miseries and chorus could choose to wear a simple Halloween mask, 

or dress up in complete zombie costume! It really is up to you and either choice is 

effective.  

 

Ideas for props and costumes: 

Zeus: toga (white sheet and safety pins), lightning bolt 

Epimetheus: toga (white sheet and safety pins) 

Prometheus: toga (white sheet and safety pins) 

Hephaestus: toga (white sheet and safety pins), hammer 

Pandora: toga (white sheet and safety pins), tiara 

Aphrodite:  toga (white sheet and safety pins), flowers 

Hermes: toga (white sheet and safety pins), staff 

Apollo: toga (white sheet and safety pins), bow and arrow 

Hope: toga (white sheet and safety pins), large white candle (unlit!) 

Narrator: smart (party) clothes 

Miseries and Chorus: Halloween mask, plastic/foam weapons, face paint, torn clothes. 

These are, of course, ideas only and you are free to prop/dress your child as you 

choose. 
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Please don’t hesitate to drop me a line in your child’s planner if you have any queries 

or problems with any of the above. 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

Mrs L Cope 
 


